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Translator’s Note

These random verse by the 8th century Indian philosopher and poet Sankara are not really 
translations. I don't know Sanskrit. These "versions" began  as a personal project and I de-
cided to share them with some friends. I first read English translations of Sankara when I 
was a teenager. I often felt that his verses had a simplicity, music, and wit that was missing 
in the translations I was reading. I wanted to create poems that appealed to my modernist 
sensibility, and at the same time carried the "breath" of Sankara’s meaning. What is that 
meaning? It is, I think, at once simple and complex. Sankara has been called the founder of 
Advaita Vedanta, and at the same time a "secret Buddhist." His works have been studied 
and commented upon by scholars, yet pious Hindus regard him as a saint. Sankara's life 
was short: he is believed to have died at 32. I like to think of him as a vigorous talker and 
walker, a man who knew solitude yet joined in heated philosophical debates. He lived in a 
politically chaotic time. He denounced ritualism and espoused a return to the philosophic 
reasoning of the Upanishads. He founded  monasteries in the north, east, west, and south 
of India which still exist to
this day.

Finally, I am not a Hindu. I'm an American, born in Arkansas. My family is  of English 
descent. But the words of Sankara, like those of Lao Tzu and Jesus,  have had a lasting 
impact on my mind and heart. As time goes by, I appreciate  more & more their simplicity 
and mystery. I approach them in the spirit of Keats'  Negative Capability. I think of Sanka-
ra’s words as both poetry and religion -- and am reminded of what the American poet Cid 
Corman wrote: "Poetry then -- as always -- is religion. And if religion is anything -- it is 
poetry."

Kim Dorman
Houston, Texas, 2016
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How explain
the Peace

in deep sleep?



8

But It's there

before & after,
too.



9

It's unquestionably
there,

in everyone.



10

The sun illumines
the world --

but what illumines
the sun?



11

A child sees an 
elephant

in an elephant 
made of wood.

A man sees only wood.



12

Life is fragile
as a raindrop

on a lotus leaf.



13

As long as a man makes
money, he's 

good company.
But soon as he can't, 

he's left alone.



14

The Real is in everything
& everyone --

so why be upset?



15

Each dawn think
of the Self

filled
with light.



16

I am not the elements
or the senses,

or a combination
of them.

I am alone in deep sleep,
unquestionably

happy.



17

I have no caste, no rules,
no practice or yoga.

In deep sleep I am Reality,
unquestionably

formless & happy.



18

I have no parents, no lineage,
no gods.

In deep sleep I am Reality,
unquestionably

formless Happiness.



19

I am not above or below,
inside or out,

not in front or behind.
I am everywhere, 

invisible, like space.
I am unquestionable, 

formless Happiness.



20

I have no color, size or shape.
I am not even formless.

I shine of my own light,
unquestionably happy.



21

There's no teacher, no teaching,
no student.

There's no you or me, he or she.
I am conscious,

formless Happiness.



22

There's no waking, dream, or
deep sleep state.

No movement or rest.
Beyond opposites,

I am formless Happiness.



23

All the universe is the Self,
ever alone, 

unquestionably happy.



24

Even these things can't be said.

They are neither false nor true.

I am One. Simple. Perfect.

How can I be described?



25

Who am I? What is the world?
Does it even exist?

Am I the body? Am I the mind?
Am I a combination of them?

Or am I something different,
something I can't see, hear, or touch?

What I feel is something inside.
Beyond proof.



26

A pot is made of clay,
but we don't say

"See that clay."
We say "There's a pot."

This expresses the nature 
of our misunderstanding.



27

Self is one. Body many.
Self is immaterial. Body 

flesh. The sense that "I am"
stays fresh.

Body grows old & weak.



28

Don't be a fool! Find out
what's Real.

Everything else is a mirage.



29

As waves are water, bowls
copper,

so the variety of forms are
really One.



30

The world is a reflection
of the Real,

just as trees are reflected
in a river.



31

A flaming stick whirled
around

appears like a circle
in the sky.



32

Just as something large
appears small at a distance,

we think the Self is the body.



33

Just as something tiny appears
large in a loupe,

we think the Self is the body.



34

Just as glass can appear as water
& water glass,

we think the Self is the body.



35

As when clouds are moving,
the moon seems to move,

we think the Self is the body.



36

The cloud that hides the sun
did not exist

before today, nor will exist
tomorrow.

Nor will you be punished
on waking

for a crime you committed
in a dream.



37

The pleasure (or pain)
you experience in a dream

vanishes on waking.
Know that this unreality

works both ways!



38

Just as a green log won’t burn,
you won’t understand

until you’re ready.



39

Sea water dries leaving
salt. Thrown back
into the sea, it dissolves,

losing name & form.



40

Just as the sun shines
in many puddles,

so the Self shines
in everyone.

But it remains unaffected
by them, too.



41

Remember: the world is
a puppet show.



42

A lump of sugar dissolves
into sweetness.

A piece of frankincense melts 
into fragrance.

The world of trees, mountains,
cities & temples

vanishes into the Self.



43

Old man, why work so hard
to preserve your life?

Let your body become a corpse,
food for dogs --

at least you’ll be of some use.



44

An axe can fell a tree --
but somebody has to wield it.



45

Find a lonely place, sit down
with a calm mind,

& contemplate the Self.
Don’t fall asleep, &

don’t daydream.




